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The Coaldale and District Chamber of Commerce | Box 1117, Coaldale AB,  T1M 1M9 
Ph: 403-345-2358 | info@coaldalechamber.com | coaldalechamber.com 

 
Attendance: Derek Connick, Westland Insurance 

Leonard Fast, Leonard D. Fast Barrister & Solicitor 
Peter Harthoorn, Peter Horthoorn Prof. Corp. 
Jack Penner, Napa Auto Parts 
Terry Roosen, Scotiabank  
Briane Simpson, Town of Coaldale 
Brad Slingerland, Wired 
Jack Van Rijn, 476380 Alberta Ltd 
Scott Walls, Alberta Work Place Solutions 
Robert Woolf, Crop Innovations 

 
Guests: Deputy Fire Chief, Clayton Rutberg – Community Peace Office Program 

Hon. Grant Hunter, MLA – Update from our riding and legislative assembly 
Colleen Van Raalte, Executive Assistant 

 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

-Terry welcomes participants to the first virtual meeting for our Speaker Series Lunch Meeting. 
-Round table introductions. 
 

2. CLAYTON RUTBERG – COMMUNITY PEACE OFFICE PROGRAM 
-Terry welcomes Clayton Rutberg. 
-In the beginning of 2020 we stop providing services to Picture Butte, Coalehurst and Barons.  
The Peace Office Program now operates just for Coaldale.  

-Due to this change, we are re-designing our program to fit the needs of Coaldale. 
-Public engagement, including surveys, were initiated to discover the needs of Coaldale 
residents and what they want to see in the Peace Office Program.  

-The focus will be similar to services already provided to Coaldale. 
-In December, we presented the new program’s proposal to Town of Coaldale.   
-Currently we have the positions of CPO, school resource officer and photo radar person. 
-We are wanting to implement a new management position  Part of that position that will be to 
liaise with the RCMP. 

-Job descriptions are under review for recruitment. 
-Our photo radar person is working full time to cover all the work for the Peace Office Program. 
-This new proposed program should be fully operational some time in 2021. 
-The new manager will be encouraged to foster relationships with the Chamber Board and its 
members. 

-Town council feels it is a priority to maintain a high level of public engagement and public 
relations.  Schools are a large part of that perspective.   

-Question: Any new by-laws to be drafted to give you more authority?  For example, the 
unsightly property bylaw needs to be updated. 

-Yes, this bylaw is under review with some recommendations. This will be the job of the new 
manager to make these changes and present them to town council.  

-How many officers are to be hired for the Peace Office Program: two officers and one admin. 
-Question was raised as to if Coaldale will ever have a model that provides 24/7 service. 
-The answer is, probably not.  The majority of the calls received are during businesses hours, 
Monday-Friday. The weekend calls tend to be more animal related.   

-Animal control services are provided by Lethbridge Animal Services; a contact that started this 
year. 
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-Question: What about enforcement for school zone and stuff like that.  Is that the role of peace 
officer? Yes, the school resource office takes care of that. 

-We coordinate with the RCMP to ensure proper coverage as a combined effort. 
-RCMP should take possession of their new building in spring 2021.  
-What plans are in place for mitigating problems related to rear-ally pick up.   
-The manager would take over responsibilities such as this. 
-Community is encouraged to reach out regarding by-law concerns.    
1-844-645-2635.  cpo@coaldale.ca 

-What role does the Peace Office Program play regarding criminal offences? CPO duty to report 
to RCMP for criminal activity.  The School Resource Office would become involved with issues 
such as threat assessments. 

 
3. BRIANE SIMPSON 

-Since our keynote speaker was a bit late, Terry invited Briane Simpson to engage with updates 
and/or questions.  

-The town’s HR investigation report has been released along with a statement from Council. 
Both are available on our website.  

-Coming into the new year, council’s focus will be on the upcoming budget. 
-The new office for Westland Insurance has a target move-in date of February. 
-What is the next step for the Civic Square? 
-The town is moving forward with this project. Westland is taking one bay. I am sure the 

developer, Shift, has more leases.  We do not have any further confirmations from Shift 
regarding lease spaces. 

-At the Town of Coaldale the current office is short on space.  We have a staff member using 
board room as an office.   

-Visit our website for more details. 
-This initiative has encouraged business growth within the town. 

 
4. GRANT HUNTER 

-We are going through difficult time, and many people have many concerns. 
-Politicians traveling for Christmas vacation has been the most resent issue. 
-Politicians used unwise judgment when traveling abroad over Christmas during a pandemic 

and they are extremely apologetic. 
-I can assure you that the intention to travel was not out of a sense of entitlement. 
-MLAs have been disciplined by being forced to resign their cabinet positions. 
-The policy was not clear, and the Alberta Premier has taken responsibility for that. 
-I hope that my constituency can look past this oversight of these politicians. 
-We lost such a lot of great people from cabinet.  Tracy Allard is a great person who is very 

positive and had great life experience to draw from. 
-Current health restrictions are crippling small business and we are hearing from business 

about it. 
-I am in opposition to the current restrictions on small business. 
-I believe that our case has been stated clearly to the Premier- to allow small business to get 

back to work.  A lot of businesses are struggling, and these restrictions need to stop.  I have 
been communicated this message very strongly to Kenney and Hinshaw. 

-Urban/rural divide is very evident.  We have been advocating to adopt a regional approach. 
-Questions was raised as to the lack of info be sent out.  As cabinet member, I cannot approach 

the media to get our message out.  There have been other benefits in my role on cabinet such 
as bringing significant capital projects to the region. 

-A comment was made regarding small business shut down-who provide personal services 
such as hair salons, barbers, and such.  The protocols are already in place in the form of 
appointments, sanitization, and masks.  With COVID cases in the south zone at a minimal 
amount, how do we get these types of businesses back to work. 

-I have been advocating very strongly for the opening of small business.  But unfortunately, I 
don’t have any additional info to provide you in regards to any opening dates.  Again, the 
urban vs rural divide is real. 

-As for south zone COVID patients, the very critical patients in the south zone end up going to 
Calgary. 
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-A concern was raised reading mental Illness due to COVID – What assistance is available in this 
area?  The councilor of Coaldale has businesses who come to meet her in urgent need of help.  
How can we get the information to these people, about what they need? 

-We have increased our mental health spending and we know that it is a priority. 
-I have been a business owner so I fully understand what is going on in the mind of business 

owners. 
-In the province, 70% of the people are in favor of restrictions while 30% are not.   
-The Premier is catering to the masses.  Again, I push for a more regional approach. 
-A question was raised as to if there was public consultation regarding the auction of land in 

the Milk River natural area. 
-We did have consultations; we just don’t get coverage in the media to tell people about it. 
-We have some of the best energy potential in our province.  Pincher Creek would welcome 

energy projects for the jobs it would create. 
-Federal liberals will not give us a pass on these projects but they are willing share their 

position on them as they are presented. 
-Will there be any funding announcements regarding school in the spring?  Information is 

forthcoming. 
-What is the fall out to cabinet members resigning their positions.  Who will pick up their work 

load? 
-Other cabinet members are being asked to double their workload to cover these positions. 
-Grant Hunter wants to know what the feeling are of the local Coaldale community in a general 

sense. 
-People are frustration with politicians vacationing during a pandemic. 
-The business that are shuttering their doors are feeling discourage. Not all businesses can 

provide an alternative source to their product of service on-line. 
-Grant Hunter office receive about 30-40 calls for constituents.   Some have been quite 

abusive.   
-Not a good time to a business owner or to be a senior.  Seniors are willing to take the risk of 

exposure, to be given the right to visit whom they wish.  Unfortunately, these people live in 
common spaces were their decisions and can have a detrimental outcome on others.  

-Vaccinations are rolling out. 
-Federal government messed up on the quantity of vaccinations.   
-Some members are happy to have schools open. 
-Again, urban and rural divide is very apparent. 
-Governments are stuck between a rock and a hard place.  With a “damn if you do and damn if 

you don’t” outcome. 
-A comment was made regarding the masking by-laws.  The feeling is that the mask by-laws 

are more palatable to the public when recommended at a provincial level rather then a 
municipal one.  Businesses appear to have better success of enforcing mask usage because of 
the provincial mandate. 

 -Grant Hunter says the government is having problems with counterculture.  It is very simple 
thing to wear mask, sanitized, distance, and stay home if you are sick.   

-Albertans have a grit that makes us prosperous, but at the same time, it is that same grit that 
cause challenges in terms of getting ahead of COVID 19. 

-We are just trying to mitigate cases so as not to overwhelm the health care system. 
 
5. NEXT MEETING 

February 10, 2021 
Location TBA  

 


